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Objectives

 An introduction to network analysis, network measures and their 

importance to HR

 Examples of how the analysis of networks can be applied to talent 

management and workforce analytics

 Review some of the resources available to HR practitioners in the 

visualization and analysis of networks



Jane

Jane

Jane is at the individual contributor level 

on the org chart

But she’s a key node in the network that 

performs daily work

Benefits resulting from employee ties often exist independently of organizational structure 



A Social Network Approach to HRD 

– a Few Terms

 Focus on relationships and their structure rather than solely on individual 

attributes

 Representation of social networks with employees as nodes and the 

relationships between them as links (ties) depicted in a graph (sociagram)

 Assumption: Actors (employees) do not exist in isolation

 Opportunities and constraints

 The application of social network analytics to organizations is called, ONA

(Organizational Network Analysis)



Let’s Start Simple: Networks Made Easy

Figure 1.1 Five People Figure 1.2  Two Friends Figure 1.3  Multiple Relationships Figure 1.4  People Communicating

Figure 1.5  Amount of Communication Figure 1.6 Simple 

Network

A

B

C

A B C

A – 1 1

B 1 – 0

C 1 0 –

Matrix

Who Talks to Whom?

A B C

A – 20 3

B 20 – 0

C 3 0 –

Valued-Matrix

How Long? Often?

Source: People Analytics: How Social Sensing Technology Will Transform Business and What It Tells Us about the Future of Work, by Ben Weber

http://www.amazon.com/People-Analytics-Technology-Transform-Business/dp/0133158314



Networks Ties: Directed vs. Undirected

Undirected (who knows whom)

• Attended meeting with

• Communicates daily with

Directed (who contacts whom)

• Lent money to

• Supervisor of

• Friend of



Levels of Analysis

Three levels of network analysis

1. Monadic – node level (simple i,j matrix) – cases of actors

• Individual nodes - characteristics or attributes distinguish them (categorical traits, 

quantitative attributes) – these are the variables

2. Dyadic – raw data, each case represented by a pair of actors; fundamental unit of 

network data collection

3. Network/group level – focus attention on the relations among the nodes/actors 

(social system); aggregations of dyad level measurements (e.g., the number of ties a 

node has) 



Two Types of Network Studies

Whole network research (bounded):  
• How a person’s relative position (centrality) within a whole network affects their outcomes

• Comparison to other people within the bounded network

• Roster of possible contacts determined by boundary of network

• Perceptions of each respondent regarding relationships can be verified by other respondents

Ego network research (unbounded):  
• How properties of a person’s immediate network affect their outcomes

• Comparison to other egos in the sample

• Roster of contacts determined by ego (open-ended)

• Only have perceptions of ego regarding relationships

• Ego-Networks more readily meet the requirements of OLS models based on inferential statistics, 

this allows for final analyses to be done using statistical packages like SPSS, Stata, SAS, etc.



Network Analysis
Measures



STRUCTURE
Closure  vs. Structural Holes (Ego Networks)

Open vs. Closed (Whole (or bounded) Networks)

Ego Networks

Structural holes: Ego 

serves as a bridge – gains 

status, power, influence.

Closure: forges 

strong bonds and 

controls negative 

behaviors. 

Image source: http://www.dypadvisors.com/2009/08/11/why-big-organizations-do-not-promote-learning-and-innovation/; 

http://webstoresltd.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/closed-vs-open.jpg

Whole Networks

Dense

Homophily

Insular

Strong Ties

Contagion

Group-Think

Open

Diverse

Weak Ties

Access to Novel Ideas

Creative Abrasion

http://www.dypadvisors.com/2009/08/11/why-big-organizations-do-not-promote-learning-and-innovation/


Typical Structural Social Network Measures Assigned to Individuals

 Degree: total number of ties to others (Node j).

• In-degree: number of incoming ties.

• Out-degree: number of outgoing ties.

 Closeness: number of ties (links) it takes to reach 

everyone else in the network. (Node i)

 Betweenness: extent to which actor falls between 

any other two actors in the network on the 

geodesic (shortest path) (Node h). Measure of 

how often an individual is connecting unconnected 

people or groups.

 Eigenvector: how well connected a node is to 

other nodes that are well connected (Node d)



Whole Network Measures

Cohesion

• Density = n(n-1)/2 or (n(n-1)

• Average Degree  =  2T/n (T= # of edges; n= # nodes)

• Component ratio =  c-1/n-1 (c= # components; n = # nodes) –

Max Value = 1/Min Value =0

Connectedness  (Krackhardt, 1994) (more than one component)

• Connectedness - The proportion of pairs of nodes that can 

reach each other by a path of any length

• Fragmentation (1 – connectedness) - the proportion of pairs of 

nodes that cannot reach each other by any path

Source: Krackhardt, D. (1994). Graph theoretical dimensions of informal organizations. Computational organization 

theory, 89(112), 123-140.



Ego Network Measures

Good for testing hypotheses!

1. Size - Degree
– How many contacts does Ego have? - access to social support,  resources, 

information…

2. Composition (Homophily)
– What types of resources does ego have access to? (e.g., quality)

– Does ego interact with others like him/herself? (e.g., homophily)

Krackhardt E-I index (Cohesion)

3. Structure (Structural Holes) - Effective size, efficiency, constraint,   

Hierarchy
– Do younger employees have more structural holes – combine tenure and effective size



Network Analysis
Applications for Talent 

Management



Innovation – Closed vs. Open Networks

Source: Parise, S., Whelan, E., & Todd, S. (2015). How Twitter Users Can Generate Better Ideas. MIT Sloan 

Management Review, 56(4), 21. http://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/how-twitter-users-can-generate-better-ideas/



Performance  - Comparison of Network 

Density and Makeup

Source: California Management Review 50, no. 4 (2008): 74-98. 

• Better connected 

internally and externally

• Relied more heavily on 

their networks



ONA/SNA Use in Talent Management

Workforce Planning (Proactive Retention Strategies) – RIF Planning; Skills 

Gap Identification

 Talent Analytics – Flight Risk Analysis 

OD Interventions – Key Player Analysis/Influencers – Targeted Training 

Interventions; Network changes over time

 Performance – Identify Enablers of Performance; 9 Box Enhancement

 Leadership Development/Individual Development

 Diversity and Inclusion – Test Hypotheses



Network Analysis
Tools and Technology



Tools/Technology: Analysis and Visualization

• SNA (Desktop): Ucinet* (some statistical analysis); NodeXL (Excel Plug-In); SocioViz

Pajek (exploratory social network analysis – large networks)

*You can download UCINet6 from: www.analytictech.com/downloaduc6.htm

• Visualization – Gephi, Netdraw (Ucinet)

• In R - http://www.csc.ncsu.edu/faculty/samatova/practical-graph-mining-with-

R/slides/pdf/Link_Analysis.pdf

Cloud-based providers/consultancies:

• Innovisor (http://www.innovisor.com/)

• Polinode (https://www.polinode.com/)

• Socilyzer (https://socilyzer.com/sna-introduction)

• Trustsphere (https://www.trustsphere.com/) – customer relationship analytics

• Orgmapper (http://orgmapper.com/)
**informational only

https://sites.google.com/site/ucinetsoftware/home
https://nodexl.codeplex.com/
http://socioviz.net/SNA/eu/sna/login.jsp
http://mrvar.fdv.uni-lj.si/pajek/
http://www.analytictech.com/downloaduc6.htm
https://gephi.org/
http://www.csc.ncsu.edu/faculty/samatova/practical-graph-mining-with-R/slides/pdf/Link_Analysis.pdf
http://www.innovisor.com/
https://www.polinode.com/
https://socilyzer.com/sna-introduction
https://www.trustsphere.com/
http://orgmapper.com/


Ucinet/NetDraw, Gephi

UCINET

NETDRAW

GEPHI



NodeXL Basic/Pro (Twitter/Social Influence 

Network Analysis)

 NodeXL Basic is a free, open-source template for 

Microsoft® Excel® 2007, 2010, 2013 and 2016 that 

makes it easy to explore network graphs.

 With NodeXL, you can enter a network edge list in a 

worksheet, click a button and see your graph in an 

Excel window.

 NodeXL Pro - access to social media network data 

streams, advanced network metrics, and text and 

sentiment analysis, and report generation. 

#ESNChat, September 9, 2016

https://nodexlgraphgallery.org/Pages/Graph.aspx?graphID

=76813



Two Major Sources of Network Data

 From existing sources

 Email logs, Twitter, 

Facebook, Flickr, ESN, etc.

 Examine the way in which 

people link, like, follow, 

friend, reply, retweet, 

comment, tag, rate, review, 

edit, update, etc.

 Analyze for patterns of 

interaction among groups or 

individuals

 Participation by targeted groups or individuals 

 Electronic web or paper-based surveys

 Survey participants can include:

 Bounded network – Participant must identify level 

of interaction with a specified group (e.g. within a 

company)

 Unbounded network – list of key contacts is open 

ended and defined by the participant (e.g. not 

limited to company)

Passive Data Survey Data



Tools/Technology: Survey

Qualtrics: http://www.qualtrics.com/

• General purpose survey tool for gathering egonet and bounded network data.

Key Survey: https://www.keysurvey.com/

• General purpose survey tool for gathering egonet and bounded network data. Customizable 

for dropdown lists for name generator questions.

ONA Surveys: https://www.s2.onasurveys.com/

• Specialist survey tool for collecting bounded network data (roster method).



HR Systems and Social Network Analysis

a micro bonus platform; “uses the rich social data produced by the        

giving of micro bonuses, and transforms it into useful data, predictive 

metrics, and timelines”.

a complete feedback platform for performance review, in the moment 

feedback and customer feedback.

a talent management platform designed to help organizations 

optimize talent and leverage internal networks to increase 

productivity and performance. (recently changed name 

to Talmetrix)



Connectedness: The Role of Technology

Technology has not only changed the way we communicate but also the ways in which 
we might explore our own networks.

January 5, 2008



Social Capital as Competitive Advantage

The resource based view of the firm contends that competitive

advantage (or superior performance) is dependent upon the resources

of the firm being scarce (rare), difficult to imitate, valuable and non-

substitutable (Barney, 1991).

Source: Barney, J. (1991). Firm resources and sustained competitive advantage.Journal of management, 17(1), 99-120.

Social Capital, not Human Capital



Thanks!
Any questions?
You can find me on Twitter @mikemmon or by email 

mmm@excelHRate.com

mailto:mmm@excelHRate.com


Additional Resources

Thought Leaders/Experts:
• Stephen Borgatti (http://www.steveborgatti.com/)

• Rob Cross (http://www.robcross.org/)

• Valdis Krebs (https://www.linkedin.com/in/valdis)

Association:
• International Association for Social Network Analysis (INSNA) http://www.insna.org/

LINKS Summer Workshop on Social Network Analysis – Early Summer, University of Kentucky
https://sites.google.com/site/linkscenterworkshopsna/

Read:
• Analyzing Social Networks. Borgatti, S. P., Everett, M. G., & Johnson, J. C. http://www.amazon.com/Analyzing-Social-Networks-

Stephen-Borgatti/dp/1446247414

• Cross, R., Parker, A., Christensen, C. M., Anthony, S. D., & Roth, E. A. (2004). The hidden power of social networks. Audio-Tech

Business Book Summaries, Incorporated. http://www.amazon.com/Hidden-Power-Social-Networks-

Understanding/dp/1591392705

• Seven Deadly Sins of SNA - https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/7-deadly-sins-social-network-analysis-grzegorz-rajca

• Introduction to social network methods - http://faculty.ucr.edu/~hanneman/nettext/

http://www.steveborgatti.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/valdis
http://www.insna.org/
https://sites.google.com/site/linkscenterworkshopsna/
http://www.amazon.com/Analyzing-Social-Networks-Stephen-Borgatti/dp/1446247414
http://www.amazon.com/Hidden-Power-Social-Networks-Understanding/dp/1591392705
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/7-deadly-sins-social-network-analysis-grzegorz-rajca
http://faculty.ucr.edu/~hanneman/nettext/


Miscellaneous Comments

• “state of positive work-related attitude, characterized by high-levels of energy, emotional 

commitment and satisfaction derived from the work itself.” When employees are engaged 

they feel a vested interest in the company’s success and are both willing and motivated to 

perform to levels that exceed the stated requirements of their job.  – based on the work of 

William Kahn, 1980

• Engagement is a state; Technology; Quantitative and Qualitative; Employee Listening

• http://www.humanyze.com/

• http://www.newyorker.com/business/currency/the-open-office-trap - as the number of people 

working in a single room went up, the number of employees who took sick leave increased

http://www.humanyze.com/
http://www.newyorker.com/business/currency/the-open-office-trap

